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Introduction 
 

Map showing the Libyan/Tunisia border as well as highlighted towns/cities in the Western Mountains region 

 
 

In the Western Mountains, the rebels continue their northeastwards advance and today managed to 
retake Yefren, breaking the siege that Gaddafi forces had imposed on the city. The back road to 
Yefren (via Bir Ayyad) is now confirmed to be open. Zintan faced sporadic bombardment today and 
over the weekend, causing two civilian deaths in the central town area when a missile hit their house. 
Nalut and other smaller towns nearby have been targeted by rocket attacks.  
 
This evening, Al Ghazaya and the border area were heavily bombarded by Gaddafi forces. Reports 
indicate that seven trucks carrying weapons intended for rebel forces moved through Dehibat, 
possibly explaining the increased border shelling. There are also unconfirmed reports of Libyan 
border guards opening fire on migrants trying to reenter Libya from Tunisia through territory not at the 
official border crossing at Ra’s Ajdir, reportedly killing four. 
 
Heavy fighting between Gaddafi forces and rebels continues in the town of Bani Walid, 150kms south-
west of Misurata. There are reports of anti-tank and anti-personnel mines in the areas around the 
airport. 
 
Misurata is still surrounded on three sides and heavy fighting continues with no changes in the front 
lines. The western front is about 35 kilometers from the city center at Dafnia Gate, while the eastern 
and southern fronts are more than 50 kilometers away. Fighting is continuing to follow a pattern of 
lulls, followed by intense fighting and heavy shelling causing many casualties.  
 
NATO has begun to use attack helicopters to further bolster its air campaign and intensify pressure on 
Gaddafi. The helicopters were first used over Libya on June 4 destroying two military installations 
near Brega. 



 

 

As of June 6, 2011: 
 
LIBYA/TUNISIA BORDER AREA 
 

UNHCR reports that 474,207 persons have arrived to Tunisia as of 3 June, including 234,465 
Libyans. More than 64,000 Libyan refugees who originate mainly from the Western Mountains region 
in Libya have now crossed via the Dehibat border into Tunisia, citing the ongoing fighting as the cause 
of their departures. Of these, 60,000 are estimated to be hosted by the local community in the 
Dehibat, Remada and Tataouine areas. Libyan refugees continue to comprise the majority of those 
now crossing into Tunisia; of the total 6,734 people who crossed on June 5, 5,802 were Libyans.  
 
At International Medical Corps’ Ra’s Ajdir health post, a total of 397 consultations were today 
provided, including two transfers. This increased amount of consultations was due to large number of 
third country national migrants treated at the post who almost drowned after their boat capsized a few 
days ago. Hundreds of hygiene kits were also distributed at the transit facility. At the Shousha camp, 
International Medical Corps will tomorrow commence operations at the health post to provide medical 
care to those currently residing there. 
 
At the Dehibat health post, International Medical Corps provided a total of 68 consultations today, 
including to five people injured in the border region fighting.  
 
WESTERN LIBYA 
 

On June 4, 17 rebel fighters were received at the Nalut hospital, injured in the battle around al-
Ghazaya; two life-saving surgeries were conducted on June 5. 
 
International Medical Corps is planning to deploy an additional medical team to the Western 
Mountains tomorrow, along with additional drugs and medical supplies. Two oxygen concentrators will 
be procured and delivered to Zintan and Jadu next week.  
 
A number of injured and those requiring redressing of wounds were today treated at the hospital in 
Zintan. One patient was a child of six years injured by a bomb that hit the child’s house. The child’s 
injuries required left arm amputation, amputation of the big left toe due to shrapnel and removal of 
shrapnel from the child’s eye. Following stabilization, the child was transferred to Sfax in Tunisia. 
 
With International Medical Corps delivering the first shipment of supplies to Yefren, the next delivery 
of supplies is being planned to be undertaken shortly, particularly now that Yefren has become 
accessible. Supplies already delivered to Yefren include pain relief medications, antibiotics, antifungal 
and anti-inflammatory drugs, cardiac medications, anti-worm medications, vitamin and mineral 
supplements, three surgical instruments kits, as well as general medical supplies including gloves, 
syringes, gauze, dressing materials, infusions and intravenous solutions. The current requested items 
for Yefren include food and water, non-food items including personal hygiene products, as well as 
medical needs. Medical supplies needed include surgical equipment, investigation kits, medications, 
and treatment for chronic and long term diseases such as cancer, hypertension, diabetes, renal 
patients and epilepsy and requested medical staff include nurses, biomedical technicians and a 
psychologist.  
 
To support health facilities in Misurata, International Medical Corps has deployed over 40 medical 
staff on a rotational basis, who have performed over 1,000 life-saving surgeries to date. To continue 
to address nursing shortages, International Medical Corps is planning to send additional nurses to 
Misurata, to ensure that in addition to providing support to facilities within Misurata, nursing support is 
also able to be provided to a frontline aid station.  
 
Conditions are improving on a daily basis in Misurata. Today, large groups of people were lining the 
streets in certain areas as a result of the return of gas supply, after three months without being able to 
refill their gas bottles for cooking. There is now a police presence back in the city and large cleaning 



 

 

campaigns and sanitation services are operational. Mobile telecommunications still generally remain 
not operational at the current time. With the fighting well outside the city, the port has been able to 
operate this past week without any restrictions or shelling. Less marine vessels are observed to be 
arriving from Malta and more vessels are now observed to be arriving and departing from Benghazi. 
There is also observed to be a  large amount of people coming back to Misurata on various marine 
vessels, but large number are also going out, mainly to obtain finances, as no money is available for 
exchange nor are any banks operating. 

 
Outside of Misurata, International Medical Corps conducted an assessment of the forward aid station 
in Dafniya, situated approximately four kilometers east of the frontline. 32 wounded and two dead 
were today received at this station. To improve their ability to provide life-saving medical care, the 
medical team in Dafniya urgently requests a monitor with D.C shock, suction drains, pulse oxymeters, 
a laryngoscope, an otoscope, a portable ventilator, ice bags and tetanus anti-toxin injections. 
 
EASTERN LIBYA 
 
With increasing needs in Ajdabiya and Misurata, International Medical Corps is planning to provide 
additional nursing staff to these areas and at the same time maintain the capacity to provide 25 
nursing staff each 24 hours at the Benghazi Medical Centre.  
 
To support the Ajdabiya hospital, anticipated to potentially soon receive an increased amount of 
casualties from fighting in nearby Brega, International Medical Corps is planning to provide a total of 
four nursing staff, with two already deployed. Plans are also underway to address other staffing needs 
as well as to pre-position needed supplies. 
 
To provide primary health care in the Ajdabiya region, International Medical Corps is planning to 
deploy five nurses as part of Mobile PHC Teams. These teams will provide support to the smaller 
clinics in these areas, which have been assessed to be short of staff and needed supplies and reach 
areas where there are high IDP concentrations, particularly along the Ajdabiya –Tobruk road. 
 
To improve emergency medical care in eastern Libya, International Medical Corps is planning to 
conduct an intensive four week course of Emergency Medic Training, with preparations underway 
including deployment of emergency medicine trainers.  
 
International Medical Corps is currently planning to conduct Psychological First Aid Training, tailored 
to train teachers working with children. In coordination with other organizations providing different 
trainings to teachers, International Medical Corps has tentatively scheduled training to take place on 
June 12-14.  
 

International Medical Corps also continues in activities to establish a comprehensive and supportive 
program to provide services for survivors of sexual assault and to coordinate the establishment of a 
rehabilitation center for war-wounded in Benghazi. 
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